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"The 'Moon and the Ye;·,tree" ( 1972-lt) 
This piece developed out of a period of inward :struggle, chiefly 
concerned with the ability to communicate meaningfully. I was very 
conscious of a need to find a suitable metaphor for my inner vision, and 
with 1113' discovery of the poem by Sylvia Plath, the mo~ta:phor began to 
crystallise. 
The meaning of the poem is concerned with an unsuccessful struggle 
for communication, and I v.-a.nted my music to remain t:rue to this whilst 
enhancing the text with a setting sympathetic to its natural rllythms and 
word-shapes. 
These two consid,erations can be summarised thus: 
(a) The d:ra.matic shape/meaning of the poem. 
(b) The setting of its actual lines. 
The soprano embodies the protagonist of the poe:m, capable of words 
(articulated as music), music without words (vocalise), and speech. The 
sombre nature of the poem's imagery influenced my choice of an ensemble 
capable of rich, deep sounds. From the dramatic shape of the poem, I took 
the basic organisation of my piece its duration, its structure - and 
upon this projected musical ideas, such as the ever-present note series, 
which is never transposed (like a passacaglia) but does undergo registral 
transfonnations. 
@ a to b tto ro e 5o a jo 
The setting of the poem can be elucidated by using line one as an 
example 
concerned: 
clearly a central one so far as the symbolism of the poem is 
"This is the light of the mind, cold and planetary". The word 1 light 1 
needed emphasis hence the upward leap to the hi.gh C, and the rllythmic 
drive towards that note. The idea of reaching upwa.rd is central to the 
poem, so I wanted to use its musical counterpart. 
The other features of the music for this line are significant: 
( i) the use of dynamics to reinf'orce the ru:.tural 
accents of the poetry. 
(ii) the word 'planetary', with its almost "throw-away" 
quintuplet rhythm. 
Thus, in one line, the two opposite poles of meaning reaching 
upward, and resigned failure, are miiTored in the music. 
My formal standpoint when composing this piece an interest in 
parallelism in art, exe~lified by certain poems of T. S. Eliot and certain 
works of Elliotfcarter and Charles Ives caused me to construct it as it ~y L \: 
is. The passacaglia-like note series runs parallel to a set of instrumental 
~isodes vmich recognisably refer to each other: 
Episode I bars ~n-29 
Episode II bars 81-86 
Episode III bars 109-121 
Episode IV bars 136-146 
Episode V bars 170-183 
Episode VI bar 210 
Episode VII bars 223-229 
These two formal elements cut across, in and out of phase with the 
settings of the stanzas. This kind of situation was, I felt, the perfect 
musical.counter-part to the poem's dramatic structure: i.e. occasionally, 
all musical elements would knit together, although the opposite could happen, 
as at the end, where both episodes and 'passacaglia' carry on almost regard-
less of the soprano's breakdovm in communication and. her lapse into speech. 
Coupled with this formal standpoint, I adopted a symbolic approach to 
certain textual ideas. The image of reaching upwards is represented by a 
specific musical idea (bar 58) which appears in a very obvious retrograde· 




The straight, lofty shape of the yevnree is symbolised by the chord at 
bar 135, aP.d appears in various guises sometimes represented by a 
gradual_ build up from low to high (e. g. bars 40-53). 
In adopting this kind of symbolism, I Vias anxious to relate music 
to text not in a simplistic pseudo-expressive manner, but as in the word-
painting of the Renaissance madrigal in which the constant use of 
specific word-painting devices creates a unity of expression. I wanted 
my piece to embody the effect produced by the whole madrigal genre, so 
that as the piece progresses, one is a\v.are of the expressive images 
undez:pinning the poetr-.Y• This begins to explain the nature of the 
repetition in 'The Moon and the Yewtree' •. 
The inherent danger of using this kind of subjective symbolism is 
that the elements are only explicable in terms of that symbolism. My 
attempted solution lies in the source material, melodic and harmonic, of 
all the diverse musical elements of the piece. 
PASSACAGLIA 
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It is significant that, after her cadenza, the soprano concentrates 
on the note G, which does not occur in the prime version ( untransposed) 
of' her material. Resignation achieves an even more significant metaphor 
in the last three notes sung by the soprano (bar 222): E, D, G. These 
are precisely the three pitch classes ~ found in the passacaglia series. 
In conclusion, I would like to briefly examine two compositional 
problems which rrry work on the piece produced. 
(1) A possible over-emphasis of certain images in one piece, as 
though I needed to search more widely for a musical language 
of my aNn, which could, to some extent, exist independently 
of any one particular piece. 
(2) A certain lack of inventiveness, highlighted in this piece 
by the calculated use of repetition V'thich failed, when required, 
to grow into anything else. The music progres.ses through time 
by the use of basic musical devices, such as ac:celeration, 
gradually rising contours, gradual build-up of exci tment through 
repeated patterns, without being driven fo:iv.rard by its own 
internal grammar. 
The above comments are added, at some risk of appearing over self-
critical, because to some extent "The Moon and the Yewtree" is a 
~theticaJ. ""rk. U, in its composition, it represented a search for -R.,_/ 
a specific sound-metaphor for a specific set of woro.s and images, after-
wards rrry own position 'IA'B.S one of searching for a muc:h wider metaphor 
~ 
ca!ble of supporting the beginnings of my musical language. It was at 
!I ,_.., . 
this point that the value of perceptive and intuitive teaching was 
emphasised, for by these means I found the basis of my wider metaphor. 
Paradoxically, the answer lay in the music of the past. 
"Duns table Cantus" ( 1974) 
IntroductoEY Note: 
The bi-textual, four part setting ''Veni Sancte S:piritus/Veni. Creator" 
by John Dunstable has been a rich source of musical thinking for cor:r;>osers. 
I began examining it at the instigation of my teacher_, David Lumsdaine. 
My initial interest in the motet lay in the follow~ng directio~~= 
( 1) A study of the isorhythms arrl their relationship to 
the melodic gro-v-. rth of the plainsong. 
( 2) lUl examination of the melodic shape of the plainsong. 
( 3) A comparison bet>'\l'een pitch content of the plainsong 
and that of the other parts. 
(4) A study of motivic relationships (at the smallest 
perceivable level). 
( 5) A harmonic analysis of the whole , with parl;icular 
interest in the rate of hannoni.c change ancl the 
degrees of tension/relaxation. 
Out of these abstract considerations I was able to begin formulating a 
musical language of m:y own - ways of shaping rhythms, pitch, harmony, 
which receivec,'i most characteristic expression in the piano piece ''Dunstable 
Cantus". 
".Ar.d when I am formulated, sprawling on a pin, 
When I am pinned and wriggling on the wall, 
Then_h~r should I begin 
To spit out all the butt-ends of my days and ways?" 
(T. S. Eliot: The Love Sone; of J. Alfred Prufrock.) 
The basis of the piano piece is the slow grovvth c•f the plainsong in 
the motet, from a 1 non-melody' in long values, to a cc•herent melodic line. 
"Duns table Cantus" uses a rhythmic talea shaped a.ccording to my gro1Nth 
ideas -- which regenerates itself both as a period {externally) and, 
internally, within its own motivic structure: 
, 
& 
TALEA (initial upbeat omitted.) as it appears at the beginning: 
.. 
I I 
~ r= ~ ·~ u ' J r ~ .! tarE l.-.!~i-:....U. ~[ ..,•) I 
I I 
! I ,. ~ r ' r r r--l r y ~ E!JI(Ef) 
(i) Internal regeneration: 
cell (a) stretched out to become (b) 
cell (c) is a variant of (a1) 






The first section of the piece (up to hal~Nay through line 3) demonstrates 
the way in vvhich slow growth is so literally translated into a sl01v musical 
progression from isolated sound trrNards a phrase: 
Upbeat figure to tvro notes 
silence 
an isolated chord 
silence 
another isolated. chord 
a shorter silence 
two chords, ,vith a tiny afterbeat figure 
a phrase made up of three chords and an afterbeat. quaver, 
which is then echoed by 
a:P.other quaver (the function of which is to re-start the 
whole grovrth/ articulation process) 
(ii) External regeneration: 
The thrusting fon7ard represented by the joining together of .A. 
with J¥'l (third line). At the same time, a different level 
of regeneration is represented by the beginning of the second 
isorhythmic level: 
I "' 
becomes n ..., 
in the ne-" version pf the talea, cell (a) 
I 1 4 
; adding .FJ to l].., produces a new 
.3 
· rhythmic figure: 1 !l '1 
and the process applied to the whole talea produces a new 
isorhythrnic section longer than the first and viTi th a new 
arrangement of attacks. The isorhythmic process as applied 
to the total form of the piece may be expressed as follows: 
-t:. 
,S.,.c-bon,(l>) -t, I 
i:::z, 
+hoe {q_ -1::, - ~>( tz) 
,.;,ho 1-e. )( 
pic.e.e. 
~-t~on.(c:) 
4- X Sec:t'c.orv L ~) - 3 )( -t'3 -
If the iso:rhythrnic workings of the piece are, to use a visual analogy, 
the picture-frame, then the details on the canvas, a:nd indeed the canvas 
itself', are produced by two other factors: 
(i) The particular way in which my chosen pitch 1natrix is used. 
(ii) The all-pervading forrn..al/dra.matic aim to giv•a each character 
in the piece a detailed ·working-cut at some point. 
The series upon which the work is based was deduced :rrom important intervallic 
shapes found in the motet: 
0 
IPe bes IPe 
e e § 0 e 
The 12 x 12 matrix constructed from this is used as follows: 
1
/J 
A h~~rarchy is set up in which a version of the series (initially P0 ) 0 
'.1 t (1) 
is allowed to dominate a section. 
(2) Underneath the first 4 note pitch group of that version, 
a 4 x .4 subsection of the matrix is used. Pi.tch class order 
is established by moving throu~~ t!~t 4 x 4 sq~are diagonally, 
from bottom left corner to top right. 
(3) The upper line of the 4 x 4 square represents part of the 
Cantus; the other pitches begin as decorations of it. 
This use of the matrix has a ~vo-fold result: 
(a) Characters and harmonic ideas inherent in the matrix as a 
whole reach fulfilment at some point. For e:xample, pitch 
class F (the axis of syn:nnetry) achieves a grov'l'ing importance 
in the piece, culmi.:P.ating in the succession of low Fs on 
Page 16. 
(b) The initially decorative characters, rhythmic, melodic or 
harmonic, are all fulfilled in some way, although some never 
achieve overt fulfi~rnent. A good example of a figure which 
does grow in certain v-,ra.ys is the Ct:f- D idea (line 2, Page 1) 
beginning as a tiny afterbeat, then found in the harmony 
D - B -Cion line 3, and near the end of the piece (Page 17) 
initiating a v-mole melodic strophe. 
A second example is the grace note upbeat at the beginning. 
T'ne first development of this is that it generates all the 
other grace note upbeats of the piece the: one at the top 
of Page 2. is directly related in pitch content as well. The 
second direct reference to the figure is on Pa.ge 4, system 3. 
Here, the figure becomes slower and. extended, more recognizably 
melodic. It is now an afterbeat idea. 
Other direct references to the grace note figure can be found on Page 7, 
Page 9, and Page 11. The whole section beginning on Page 12 may be seen as 
an extension of it, starting with the D/B minor 3rd in semiquavers; the shape 
of the generating idea pervades the section (system 2!, B/G~/Fft idea; repeated 
chords leading to the pause in system 3 reflect the F.s to-·uards which the 
grace notes aim at the start of the piece). The follovdng section begins 
with a preoccupation with the B/Gtf/Ftt/Gt* idea, used (mainly) harmonically. 
The coda of the piece (page 17) brings the Git/Ftt harmony into the orbit of 
the C hannony ,Nhich pervades the whole section (system 4) and the original 
idea subsides in the final gesture of the piece (B grace note _·_--_ low Gi). 
So far as my development as a composer is concerned, "Duns table Cantus 11 
is a crucial vvork, and in a much more directly generative sense than "The 
:Moon and the Yewtree". Whilst planning the piano pi!~ce, I felt a conscious 
need to soak up a coP~iderable variety of piano music such as the Ives' 
Sonatas, Catalogue d 1'0iseaux, the Schubert late Bb sonata, and some of Cage's 
early music. On reflection, I caJl now trace the influence of some of these 
upon my piece a worthwhile reflection, believing now as I did then that 
an artist's vigour is generated by a tradition that he is truly part of. 
And because that tradition may contain any aural illJ."'l.uence (provided the 
artist has the all-round vision to use anything that is available and part 
of him) I can now appreciate the influence upon, my piece of "chase" music in 
general the "honkey tonk" piano of the silent films, the childlike 
gestures of cartoon film music. :My use of the repeated note/chord accelerandi 
• 0 
(e.g. Page 4 and Page 11) at particularly climactic moments demonstrates this; 
although such a device has become one of the clich/s of today' s art music, 
yet it is a device which, for me in this conte:>..-t, fi tfl in that it 
operates at just that primordial level of' significance: found in the direct 
one-to-one relationship betv1een the music and the action of the cartoon 
chase. 
However, there is a more general conceptual relationship between my 
piece and "chase" music: the idea of gro•Hth, in its e:ssence a progression 
f1~m isolated ideas (characters of the chase) to;v.ards a synthesis, is a 
metaphor of the chase. Here I vmuld quote Wilfrid Me:llers: 
'~rocedures that may in some contexts be drama are in other 
contexts wit: an intense levity that entails a recognition 
of 'other modes of experience that are possible', and therefore 
an a,-.rareness of instability". 
"lvian and his Music", Part 3, Page 21. 
The crux of the matter I see it almost as a 'raison d'etre' for 
the piece lies in the broad harmonic directiort of the music. It is· 
so close to the chase, because only ~;VO characters are involved: F and C 
(the first two pitch classes of the series P 0 ). 'I'he harmonic direction is 
a movement -from F ( hannonic family) to C (harmonic family). Because both 
are there at the beginning, at the birth of the pie:ce and in its first 




Nor are those somewhat fragmentary musical i~ea.s given a true 'raison 
d 1 etre' until they asse..rnble, both as rnythmic chars.cters arrl. as harmonic 
partials, above that pedal C i11 the Coda. The fir.al gesture of the piece 
really hints at the whole process beginning afresh. I feel that it is the 
cogent handli11.g of the F/C polaf-ties a fundamental property of the 
Duns table derived I!'.atrix which gives the isorhythmic working-out 
its sense of focus. 
Meeting Point (1974-5) 
This piece arose from a desire to achieve a kinl of melodic 
emancipation. I had been very concerned with hannony and rhythm as 
structural paraTJleters, and now wished to \vrite music in which the· 
shaping force was melody. J.t,rom this single-nd.nded attitude stennned 
the central aspects o~ the piece. 
My initial interest lay in a particular kind of melodic analysts, 
the results of which are'built into the pitch material-of the piece. 
Each of the three instxuments has its own material, all three being 
related in a special way. The two main sets belong to the flute and 
cello. $R.u-rt: § 
0 ji" e fo e 
0 e 0 we: b 
§ 
b 0 
Taking the content but not the order of three-note cells vd thin each 
set, they can be analysed into the following c>f melodic types: 
tL 
ce.u.o . I'"' K 
' "· t: ~ t• I e: ' k i '3 ~ 9() 0 tte> 0 <> 0 . , =, ca. 
.f ~ ( 0 ;f& l. h. ~. I 
Not only is each set rich in relationships of this type (the flute's 
in particular) but also the sets share a number of cell-types: a, e, f, 
g, h and i. There are also cells vvhich are characteristic only of the 
flute: b, c, d; and cells characteristic only of the cello: j, k, 1. 
Out of the cells b, c, d, j and k, a piano set was constructed as 
follows: 
PrANO 
From the main characteristics of the three sets sterrmed all the central 
considerations of the piece: flute and cello begin by concentrating on 
the unshared aspects of their material, and gradually move towards the 
shared aspects in order to achieve a meeting point. The piano' s role 
as a central pool of ini'orma.tion, almost throughout an acco~anying 
instrument, is inherent in the cellular content of its set; and its 
other function, to mark out a mode, rather than a 12-note series, under-
pinning and dividing the piece structurally, is inherent in its basic 
material of only eight notes. 
Sig1uficantly, (see later) almost all those notes ar~ found in the D 
major scale and the odd one out is C fl (the tonic minor 7th). 
If the sets are expanded into their respective roatrices, the above 
characteristics are ~lified a1rl enriched. One new characteristic 
appears: because the last four pitch classes of the flute set are a 
transposition of the first four of the cello set, they share a 4 x 4 
square in their matrices: for the flute, it is the bottom righthand 
corner, for the cello the top left. It is the shared content of this 
square which becomes the real aiming point of the music, and which provides 
the material for the final section, the meeting point, from bar 220 to 
the end. 
The formal plan {and the use of the instruments) is controlled by 
the idea that the final section is to be the first true duet for the 
flute and cello, with the piano fulfilling its true supporting role. 
The following plan demonstrates the wa:y this process is built into the 
piece: 
.PJ . .-d.. peGAo 
I a;. 1-•o I 
piG.I\o ~celLo 
I I t:..•o-28 "l-~...1 . r . .._p•AJ\10 
I a,. 28-41-., I 
I ceLLo Ooi'>IL pieu\.o 
a,.lof.o-6o I 
.Duet 
I .... '14- ·I 381 
~ .fl. twJ., pt.o-o 
--te, ~ • I Lf-l.f-
{.wi-l-hc:aUo ~"'~q~o"J 
1 J>ue.t 
I .£1.AN(. pi&\A.C~ 
... 5'1- 85 . 
I celLo,~ u1J.o ~ pi~ 
n~i+J... fL·... ] .,,71-•:s:s L '""~..,..,p•oon. 
It can be seen from this that the idea of a duet Vfith piano accompaniment 
gradually emerges during the piece, to reach fulfi~nent in the final 
section. 
Just as a gradual overlapping process determines the progress towards 
the final duet , so a kind of overlapping technique governs the melodic and 
' 
rhythmic development. The flute at the beginning (bars 1-9) delicately 
develops its music from the single note D to the flowering of a complete 
phrase at bars 6 and 7. This section is a microcosm of the whole piece, 
and when compared with the next solo flute section, lJeginning at bar 28, 
demonstrates the development of ideas and characters; (for instance, 
compare bar 3 with its development in bars 29-31). 
The cello also exhibits a clear kind of melodic development, beginning 
a stage further back than the flute: in its first sc~ction (bar 11 omiards) 
the cello functions more as a bass to the piano's tunes than as a melodic 
instrument. Even y,rhere the cello gives the illusion of being melodic 
(bars 22-28) its music is really a ghost of the piano's. True melod.ic 
fulfilment for the cello does not begin until after bar 43. 
To some extent, the piano plays a role of stability in the piece whilst 
the other instruments are undergoing the necessary dc~velopment. This is 
illustrated by the way the piano's pitch material 'vo:r.ks. 
as a kind of rondo: 
This is organised 
A Section I bars 6-42 
Section II bars 43-141+ 
A' Section III bars 168-205 
Section J!ol bars 218 a:nd 219 ( cadenza) 
Section V bar 220 - the end. 
All these sections share the same pitch material con:sisting of all possible 
versions of the pianO's 8-note set. Sections A and A' also share rhythmic 
and motivic material and the lay-out of the pitch classes. Section V is 
an incomplete version. The Cadenza section is a very fast version, ending 
with an important 3-:note cell C, Bit, G, which is a transposition of cell 
(b) f.rom the flute set and here functions as a kind. of plagal cadence with 
the .G as the subdominant of D. The rhythms and leaps of the cadenza are 




In conclusion, two important aspects of the form should be mentioned: 
(a) The function of the cadences, e.g. bars 10 and 11, bars 
26-28, where the cross-overs betvYeen sections are clearly 
marked, and yet where, ambiguously, the overlaps are 
allowed to be made: for instance, at bar 28, the flute 
is actually beginPing the follo~~ng section, yet at the 
same time participating meaningfully in the cadential 
hannony. 
(b) The D tonality is a strong influence throughout, foreground 
and background. However, there is one section where the 
pull of D is verJ strong as a kin:l of prophec:y of the final 
section. This is the section from about bar 78-83; not 
only is the D polarity exceptionally strong here, but the 
sudden ironing out of the flickeringly irregt.::la.r rhythmic 
ideas, in tenns of the crotd1et beat:, heralds. the last 
section of the piece, ·where all is smoothed cut to become 
one music. 
Variations and ~~nces (1975) for brass guintet 
'Variations and Dances' represents a large-scale fusion of Dunstable 
derived ideas vdth ne-~v forrnal ideas. 
clear-cut considerations: 
The work's conception involved t-~{0 
( 1) Having experienced the massive grandeur of Durham Cathedral, 
with its variety of detail ~"li thin a large-scale fraT!le, I 
wanted to create a piece v•ith a correspondingly clear, 
almost acrostic, shape. 
(2) An interest in twu separate treatments of musical time: 
(a) IID.lsic with a fluid attitude to ti.;ne, using 
grov·1th and compression of ideas in a flexible 
way. 
(b) music remaining obsessively the same chronological 
le:P..gth at each appearance, but becoming more and 
more complex internally. 
Consideration (a) is reflected in the Variations, (b) in the Dances. The 
result of a combination of (a) and (b) is a. third atti.tua.e to time: a d.ivision 
of musical time into contrasting characters 
which Edward Cone has written so penetratingly: 
the kind of situation about 
"Since the musical ideas thus presented are usua.lly inco~plete and often 
apparently fragmentary, stratification sets up a tension bet-'."feen successive 
time segments. When the action in one area is suspm~ded, the listener looks 
forv:1ard to its eventual resUl'Tlption and completion; meanvvhile action in another 
has begun, which in turn will demand ftllfillment after its own suspension." 
(Perspectives on Schoenberg & Stravinsky, Page 157.) 
This attitude fiP.ds overt local expression in the· Fourth Da..TJ.ce and the 
Sixth Variation, and in a more subtle manner underlies. the vmole piece, 
particularly through the increasiP~ use of overlappin[: bet-Neen sections. 
The first section of the work contains the key to the \vhole. In pitc..l-1 
terms it consists of diagonal movement through 12 x 1~~ 'Dunstable' w.atrix. 
This is the start of a chain of matr:i_ces which constitute the pitch material 
of the piece. In harmonic terms, the first section contains a progression 
from a C dominated beginning to a.TJ. A dominated cadence at bar 23. The 
rrusic proceeds in short bursts of activity, punctuated by pauses and 
controlled by ritardandi, both of v• .. hich help define the main thematic 
characters of the section and the i"JOrk. For for~ purposes, I divided 
up the section as follO"NS! 
(1) bars 1-5 
( 2) bars 6-8 
(3) bars 9-13 
(4) bars lJ+ and 15 
( 5) bars 16 arrl 17 
( 6) bars 17-23 
Each one of these six forma..TJ.t ideas is given a variation which mirrors 
its characteristics in thematic ideas' hannony' mythmic figures' texture, 
dynamics a~n instrumentation. The duration of each variation is approximately 
proportional to the duration of its germiD.al idea (compared to the length of 
the Thema section). 
whole work. 
Thus the first section is an embryoriic version of the 
FIEST DA..l\fCE 
This explores exactly the same 12 x 12 matrix, used in the same way, as 
the Thema.. 
The Dance is divided into two: 
(a) bars 24-32 
(b) bars 33-~ 
and each half rray be divided into antecedent and conse·quent 
antecedent 
(a) bars 24-28 
(b) r bars 33-36 





consequent to (a)'s 
The ritualistic relatioP~hip of large to s~all, (motif to section, 
phrase to section, section to section,) is thus an inherent part of the 
Dance sections as well as the Variations, although the: total length of 
each Dance up to rrumber four remains unchanged. (The: 'psychological' 
duration of Dance Four also confonns to the pattern). 
FIRST VJL~TION formant: bars 1-5 
characteristics: gentle long note build up, long upbeats to downbeats which 
never happen. Just as the formant can be divided in t-.. -o (bar 1, then bars 
2-5) so may the vvhole variation: 
(a) up to bar 52 
(b) 53-61 
Obvious rhythmic parallels may be dra'.'ITl be'G<."!een bars ~: and 3 (1st t~et) 
a."ld bars 53 and 54. Just as in the Thema the first aiming point ii'.'as bar 4, 
so here the equivalent is the trumpet and horn 'explosion' in bar 58. 
The predominant variation technique here is that of' stretching out the 
origir~l ideas into proportionately larger versions. The moment of' climax 
(from bar 4) becomes bars 58 and 59, and contours themselYes are stretched 
compare the registers of the 'robbed' downbeat bar (ba.r 5) riith its equivalent 
(bar 60). The closing idea becomc~s tv·lO bars ( 60 and 61) instead of one. 
Because of the pitch-generation methods, Variation I, after beginning 
rlith the sarne pitch-olass group as the Thema, begins to decorate and explore 
the pitc."l1 and hannonic world of the Thema. 
as follovrs: 
12. 
The technique may be expressed 
(a) outer square = complete 12 x 12 matrix 
black outline square = 11 x 11 matrix 
inner square = 10 x 10 matrix 
(process continues up to 2 x 2 matrix). 
(b) the red lines and arrows show the direction of movement through 
the 12 x 12 square. The relationships change vdth the direction 
changes for subsequent s~Aller squares. 
In;portant results of the above technique: 
(i) The C/G/D idea from begin.rd.ng is echoed at bar 46 (E/D/Ftt). 
(ii) The initial C (from bar 1) has been stretched d.owrn'il'ards to 
a low C- as a result of the end of the previous Dance. 
(iii) Significant of the spirit of Variation I is the fact that 
the initiai tuba c is not attacked within the confines of 
the variation. 
The idea of overlapping so far expressed in two crucial w~s (the 
sharing of a pitch area by Thew.a and First Dance, a.Yld the overlapping of 
the tuba C from Dance to Variation) is a central formal idea, to receive 
increasi~~ly developed expression in the piece. 
Concerning register, it is impo1~ant to note the relationship of the 
C/G at the end of the variation to the C/G at the beginning. Despite the 
C passing dowm·,..ards at the end of the first Dance, by the end of the 
variation it has returned to the original register. The registral moverr~nt 
of the C is a central formal influence. In a sense, especially at cadences, 
the original middle C is gradually weakened as the piece proceeds so 
that, for instance, the C an octave belm-r dominates the Coda, and the final 
cadence is the cu}nlination of a gradual move dov·i!l'l'Jards to the lov1 C Y.rhich 
ended the ] 1irst Dance and began the First Variation. 
SECOND VAP~4..TION fom.ant: bars 6-8 
basic idea: a succession of upbeats leading to a strong dmv.nbeat (bars 112 and 
113); a coc1etta (afterbeat) section, reflecting the long diminuendo of bar 8. 
(a) 
'rhe variation has two main articulatory ideas: 
The instrumentation the groupings found in the fonna.nt 
are reflected in the variation: e.g. the trwrpet duet 
corresponds to the trio ( 2 t:rumpets and horn); the 
trombone w..d tuba entries in bar 76 and bar 95· correspond 
to the entry in bar 7. 
(b) The rhyth.!lri.c/ha:nnonic ideas of the formant 
e.g. the 2nd trlli~et quintuplet in bar 62; 
the hannony at bar 80 al'l..d at bar 91, 
compared with bar 8. 
The codetta (from bar 121) demonstrates clearly the two attitudes to 
time referred to at the beginning of this c-hapter. The horn solo, 
particularly vmen proportionately notated, floats over the Trlli~et osti1oato 
flexible, psychological time as opposed to rigid, chronological time. The 
persistent tn.urpet Ba, underlines a harmonic pedal ,.,,hich can be traced back to 
bars 6 and 7, and which has occurred. at important moments in the variation 
(bar 66; bars 69 and 70; bars 81 and 82; pervading bars 85 to 94; and 
then, at bar 95, a firm anchor point for the tuba, then the trombone.) 
SECOND D./11\!CE 
The rhythmic design (particularly the distribution of attacks) of the 
First Dance is elaborated by being combined with itself isorhythmically. 
Note the c:rucial C/Ab relationships, particularly at the start and at the 
closing cadence. 
THIRD VA.lUATION formant: bars 9-13 
The overlap v;.rith the end of the Dance is important see 2nd trumpet 
and horn, ba.r 154. The variation is totally preoccupied with a canonic 
exploration of the formant particularly its rhythm. T~e first section 
may be summarised as fo llo·w·s: 
bars 155-159 2nd trumpet rhytrun of fonr.ant (original) 
II 158-168 1st trumpet " II II (x2) 
II 168-172 horn II II II (xl~) 
II 172-176 II II II II (original) 
The process cont~nues with the tuba using a long version of the talea, 
leading to bar 201. The following slow section gradually robs the talea of 
its original lively character, until at bar 226 the music focusses on a 
unison A. The trombone Bb initiates a chw..ge of direction, so that the 
section from bars 226-257 gradually re-establishes not only the original 
rhyt:b.m of the fo:nna.nt, but also its notes. Compare the chord at bar 258 with 
the one in bars 11-13. It is of structural irr[>ortanc.e later. 
Bars 261-281 correspond to the afterbeat idea in bars 11-13 (in 
trqmbone and tuba.) Their antiphony is superimposed upon a long version 
of the talea played by the other instruments. This leads to the Piu Mosso 
in which the talea is sliced up into silence by martellato chords. 
At bar 299 the origiP~ durations and pitches burst out of the tension, 
pushing the music into a codetta, built over a pedal C, then Eb in -,-vnich 
the chord from bar 258 is central. The progression of the harmony is very 
important here , locally and structurally it ma.rks the end of the Variation, 
but also the end of Movement I, and therefore stands in a polar position 





Important points to note: 
(a) tuba pitches (C/Eb/E) are beginning to focus on C as a 
ha.nnonic centre. 
(b) the trombone and tuba reach at bar 317 the harmony with 
•vhich they begin I;:Iovement II (and the Fourth Variation). 
A crucial overlap, for it marks a large scale structural 
connection between the two halves of the work. 
FOURTH V ARI,.!\.TION fom.ant: bars 14- and 15 
Two controlling ideas: 
(a) a set of time canons, in which each inst1~rent has a 
IlU!!lber series, each number of v1hich multiplies the 
rhythmic formant: 
Trumpet 1 5+1 8 13+1 21+1 34 2 3+1 (5) 
Trumpet 2 3+1 5 8+1 13+1 21 34 2+1 (3) 
Horn 2+1 3 5+1 8+1 13 21 311-+1 ( 2) 
Trombone 34+1 2 3+1 5+1 8 13 21+1 (34) 
Tuba 21+1 34 2+1 3+1 5 8 13+1 (21) 
Ea~h player moves cyclically through the number series. The red set 
of figures in column 5 represents silence for each instrument for the requisite 
length of time; (1) versions onJ.y appear tov1ards the end of the variation, 
designed to accumulate as a point of arTival. 
(b) An overall formal envelope: at the start, the time canons are 
dominated by staccato attacks and s..l-tort notes; melodic intervals are ver-:1 
small, harmonies compressed. This g1~dually changes, reaching a cli~x of 
sustained gro·;vth in the section from bars 400-455. '!'he tension is gradually 
dissipated by the appearance (from bar 473-lst trumpet) of the original version 
of the rhythmic forrn..a.nt. A subsidiary cli.lT!a.X is created by the accumulation 
of the original rhythmic versions, and gradually the return process to,v-a.rds 
isolated attacks becomes established surrounded by the original rh:rthmic 
figure. At bar 580, the trombone plays a kind of fare-...,ell version of the 
rhythm, leaving the tuba to conclude his x 34 version of the formant as a 
coda to the variation. 
The tuba then has an extended overlap from Variation Four into the 
'r)1.ird Dance, actually finishing his Variation Four at bar 615. 
THIRD D/I.NCE 
even more elaborate rhyt~~cally, w~th an underlying instability 
produced by the tuba part, w.d extended into the Fifth. Variation: the 
trombone r1ot completing the Dance until bar 631. The trombone pitches 
from bar 617 (G-:1!# ost:lna.to) represent an important oscillation around the 
dominant of c. 
FIF'L'I:! VARIA'l'ION formant: bars 16-17 
( 1) In both this variation and the next, ec..i-J.oes of' the formant ideas 
become more i~ortant; the use of the generating ideas is more 
literal, with less development; e. g. compare b_ar 16 v<r.i. th bar 626. 
Forr11.ally, this is most important in creating the sense of ritual 
as an echo of the very first section (and particularly its final 
cadence~ 
(2) The tuba low C is becoming more and more :i.mpo:r.-tant: 
e.g. bar 626; bars 636-8; bar 640 (juxtapoEiition of the tviO 
polarlties C/Ab in horn ami tuba); bars 644-652. Suggestions 
of the C triad are also important, as echoes of the first 
sound of . the piece e.g. the trumpets' oscillation 
around E/:Id>, in bars 642/643. 
FOuRrH DANCE/SIXTH VA.~L4.TION fonnant: bars 17-23 
The Fourth Dance returns to the music of the Fir~;t Dance, but is 
interlocked with the Sixth Variation; although direct; references to ideas 
from the formant are made, the Variation is predominantly concerned with 
harmony, building up a c..l1.orale-like progression of chc1rds 1 some for the full 
ensemble (e.g. bars 659-660) and some just dyads. These, rather than being 
interrupted by the Dance, appear during the Dance sections, (in the 2nd 
trumpet and trombone from bar 667) becoming increasingly the foreground of 
the music rather than the background; the result is that as the Dance subsides 
in bar 677, the dyad Bb/ Ab remains as a crucial echo c1f the last chord of the 
formant section and as a link to the correspondi11.g section, the Coda. 
CODA 
A C-d.oiJ'Iinated stretched out version of the whole Thema section. 
The music is much more metrically defined thru1 at the beginning, and no¥1 
flows, one idea leading to another, rather than proceeding in the series 
of short bursts which characterised the beginning. 
Conclusion 
The overall shape of the quintet may be expressed very simply: 













"The Two Regions" ( 1975-6) 
REGION I 
stability/rest 
In essence, this region is represented by the fol1~w.lng chord: 










The chord for Region II: 







divides into the followir~: 
bars 193-220 
bars 221-229 
bar 230 the moment of" resolution 
bar 231 the final gesture: a :nD.crocosm of the piece. 
The above is a broad summary of the layout of the piece and also begins 
to explain. its formal preoccupations. I have often_, in the early stages of 
a work, concentrated on one specific musical parameter. In this case, it is 
hannony, the two main hannonies being sketched first and gradually growing into 
the coP~ideration of pitch in general. The answer to the problem of deducing 
all pitches in the piece from the two harmonies came out of a combination of 
permutation with rotation. The following note-series viras formed: 
0 e C> 
0 e 
0 be L7o e je 
l>o !:J 
The brackets show the relationship between the pitch-classes of the two 
hannonies x/y a..YJ.d the series. In order to establish the desired formal 
envelope, from x to y, I superimposed a system of 12 x 12 matrices upon the 
series: 
process c.o~I'\Uc.r -fi 
1¥\,a-..;,,c ~. 
Matrices 1-4 were derived as shmm in the diagram. When matrix 4 is 
reached, the begi:nn:i.ng of the series re-appears (as ~mown in the curved 
brackets) in order to complete matrices 5-15. 
Having established the fifteen matrices from which t.1-J.e piece was to be 
made, I chose the most appropriate ~~y of generating the order of pitch classes 
from them. I used a combination of horizontal and ·vertical operations and the 
following diagram shows how Jchis applied to ID9.trix 1, using the hexachord as a 
unit. The complete process gradually changes the first hexachord (in this case, 
Of P 0 ) .;nto tl1e nd d th b k · • seco an en ac aga~n; only primes and inversions are used. 
(This of course reflects the whole idea of the "two :regions"). 
Every matrix in the complete scheme was 
~ ~ 
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treated similarly, so that the harmony of the piece describes ave~ slow 
kind of rotation; at the same time the use of pitch on a microcosmic level 
is one of constant rapid regrouping, somewhat in a kaleidoscopic manner. 
Just as there are two "gestalt" chords reflecting two regior1s, so also are 
there tv'IO basic rhytb.JPic ideas the dovmbeat idEla, gradually weakened, and 
the upbeat, at first vlithout resolution, then more and more an upbeat to 
something. Ultimately, this becomes the upbeat to the final harmonic 
resolution. 
The first rhythmic character is· exemplified in bars 1-26 particularly 
in the dovmbeat, recapitulatory feel of bar 26. The second rhythmic character 
can be seen emerging in bar 34 ( repiano ·cornet) and is clearly demonstrated in 
the rocket-like accelerandi begirming in bar 54 (solo cornets). 
prominence in bars 88-94. 
These achieve 
The point of ultimate instability, which correBpol1lis to the con;>lete 
doli'inance of the second region, is reached after th(~ enormous upbeat build up 
to bar 155. The solo cornet is left to introduce u. gradual heterophony of. 
sound, based completely upon chord (y). 
The scoring of the work ·is a vital dimension which is dependant upon the 
basic ideas of the piece. At bar 156 orwrerds, for instaP~e, it is crucial 
that the cornets are cup IID.lted to produce a sufficiently unstable sound after 
such a powerful upbeat. The gradual urwrinding of the cornet tunes, particularl;) 
their register and clustered harmony, reflects the ::;ound of' the three-note 
cluster F#-G-Ab from chord ( y). Throughout the ¥FO:r-k, the use of register is 
similarly dependant upon the content of the two cho:rd.s indeed, it is by 
means of a gradual um'linding of tunes from a basic monody that I fulfil in the 
music the travel metaphor which lies behirrl :Lt. The music cannot be tzuly 
static until the resolution moment. Off-shoots of tunes are continually being 
created. IIf!Portant harmonic transitions are accomplished by a process of' 
melodic "wor~ing" for instance, in the first :section where the bass note 
D is gradually changed into Eb. 
The Coda is dominated by an unrelenting movement towar-ds resolution. 
This resolution, eventually to be a truly harmonic one, has several dimensions: 
1. Recapitulation of motivic ideas from the beginning. 
2. The straightening out of rhyth.I!lic ideas il1 terms of a 
crotchet pulse. 
3. The gradual dissipation of the repeated note ideas, 
right up to bar 230. 
4. The triadic content of the pitch material becomes 
firmly locked in the trombones. 
The final section (from bar 221) is an extended "perfect" cadence; at 
bar 229, the dominant equivalent is reached, all the tunes are fully unwourrl, 
and the repeated notes have almost disappeared. All these things contribute 
to the :i.n;pact of the f'inal harmonic resolution at bar 230. Even at that poiht, 
the solo cornet suspension slightly delays a complete soul".ding of the synthesis 
chor-d; also the trombones are still building repeated-note patterns. 
The final bar of the piece is important, in that it has three functions: 
1. It completes the thread of trombone triadic material in the Coda. 
2. It reflects and resolves the very first gesture of the piece. 
3. Its harmony is a microsmic reflection of the wl1ole piece: D, E, F, 
(Region IT type cluster, Region I pitch classe::;); then D, F, F, 
(resolution); returning to D, E, F, (a return to earlier material 
in the light of what has gone before). 
The harmonies of the fiiJal cadence are crucial .. 
quasi-tonal function from twc things: 
They acquire· their 
1. The use of harmonies which have been in;portant throughout the piece. 
2. The use of harmonic ·series like decoration ove:c- a fundamental. 
The following chart gives a detailed a.m.lysis of the final cadence: 
b . .2.21 
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It can be seen from the chart how dependant the harmonies are upon 
memories of similar harmonies earlier in the piece. In fact, this summarises 
the -whole idea a work in which everything is interd.ependant, with the 
vi tal limiting factor being the ·way music has to function in time. The 
strength and impact of "The Two Regions" should come r:>ut of the use of this 
limitation. 
(a) Floating (1976) 
(b) Veni Sancte Spiritus (1976) 
The piece "Floating" explores an abstract concept from several different 
points of viev.r and then attempts to draw them together into a unity of 
expression. The music was ivritten specifically for children and began life 
as a simple melodic line: 
e e e 
Coupled vd.th this melodic idea was a technical one: that it would be 
played one breath per note by the wind players, one b1>w per note by the 
strings. The resultant canonic effect is achieved by the simplest notation 
and is quickly mastered by young performers. 
The instrumentation is divided into three groups, which should ideally 







flutes, oboe, clarinet, tenor recorder, tJ:u~ets, violins. 
horn, cellos, tuba •. 
percussion (including piano) and desca...11.t recorders. 
Each group has its own role: 
very gradually to UlTNind the main tune, then to elaborate it. 
after the tune is established, to reveal its bass line. 
by a contrapuntal, but uP.metred, exploration of melodic 
and of siJ!!Ple harnioPic ideas, to present em al terna. tive 
view of "floating". 
The vrork falls into the following sections (an intentionally classical 





( i) A gentle, aJmost tentative, exploration of the 
pitch F, using various timbres held together by 
the xylophone tremular.do. 




the piano and glockenspiel are allowed to resonate. 
The first canonic statement of the begirming of the 
centr~l tune (up to the 0#). 
The xylophone C~links sections A ar.d B. 
Group (c) begin their tunes, each instrwnent somewhat 
independant , taking up the upper F f'rom the F - D 
harmony and focusing upon it. 
( ii) The xylophone upper F and E link melodically and 
( i) 
hannonically vvi th the beginning of section (C) • 
The main tune begins again, but is alter1~d in timbre 
by the loss of the piano and xylophone a1rl addition 
of clarinet and violins. 






Group (c) develol) melodic ideas from section (B) and 
introduce nevv ones (such as the piano glissandi). 
The harmony focuses on Bb-D-F, establis"bJ.ng an 
important modality. 
A major overlap occurs Group (a) begin the main 
tune (with the addition of the oboe). 
Group (c) finish ·with a version of the cadence from (B). 
The main tune continues, ·with improvised disturbances, 
eventually reaching an unelaborated unison B. The 
tenor recorders enter, playing a conderu:.ed version 
of the tune. 
(vi) As the unison B groi•,rs, the bongo drums reini'orce 
the gro.., ... -th towards section (E). 
E. ( i) An ~ortant stn~ctural turning point Group (b) 
enters as the main tune reaches B • 
(ii) The treble instr~ents move quickly away into an 
inversion of the tune starting on C. 
(iii) The disturbance process continues (in a more 
marked fashion) in two ways: 
(a) by the players' improvisation 
(b) by the use of octave transpositions 
( iv) Group (c) enters, with improvised tunes ·based on 
their own material. The melodic ideas contain 
clear correspondences vri th the Group (a) tune. 
The sum of the four melodic cells ca.Tl be seen to 
equal the content of the rna:in tune: 
(v) The relationship of the bass to the main tune 









NB the following: 
F. 
(a) The Bt. harmony (very important in the Coda). 
(b) The parts meet on Bb (also important in the Coda). 
(c) The sharing of the A~ modality. 
(d) (Of most importance just before F) the shared G 
which, with the F#', creates the harmony responsible 




The whole ensemble unites for the first ti~e in 
an upbeat gesture. 
The freedom given to Group (a) (i.e~ the improvised 
disturbances) becomes notated in the upbeat figures. 
The contours of those figures serve to spread out 
the range of the music, so that on the dovr.nbeat a 
version of the D F harmony is used which is 
transformed in register. 
as a piano resonance. 
This harmony then occurs 
(iv) The upbeat figures contr.act, gelling into dovn1beats 
1 to 4. These outline a version of the main tune 
(most clearly in the i"lu.tes) with the tu'ba low B 
i..mportant. This serves as a preparation (in a 




( v) The section focuses upon the cymbal clas;s (and the 
harmony at that point); an afterbeat I!l9.d.e up of low 
piano string souP.ds arld "chattering" from the wind, 
becomes an upbeat to section G. 
(i) 
The D - F harmony returns, with an echo of the repeated 
F' s from the beginning. This functions as an upbeat 
to the final clL~ctic section. 
Ever-y element is brought together over a Bb - F pedal 
harmony in the piano which creates a pulse. Gradually 
instruments rea.cl1 a pulsed B~, not coincidental vnth 
the piano pulsiP.g, arrl fade out, leaving the piano. 
( ii) Finally, flute, clarinet and horn, rnythmically echoing 
the F' s from the beginning, play Bl>' s over the pedal 
BJ, - F. 
APPENDIX 
( 1) A surmnary of the preoccupations v•hich 'Floating' shares with my 
other works: 
(a) Overlapping of sections 
(b) 
(c) 
A search for synthesis , achieved in 
A final section in -.. mich rhythmic characters are defined 
in terms of a ~ulse aP.d harmonic ideas in terms of a 
central polarity. 
(2) The progr.runme note for the first performance: 
"Just as clouds can float , so can music. I have chosen two 
ways of doing this: first, asking players to hold on notes as long 
as their breath/bow lasts; second, by giving several players (recorders, 
percussion, piano) tunes to play at the same time, yet independently 
'v.ithout a conductor. The two ways are united in the last section 
when everybody contributes to the main tune of the work, a tune ':mich 
is patiently built up from the beginning; on the way to that last 
section, the music becomes sharp-edged. It is as though in order to 
really "float" at the errl, we need the opposite to emphasise the 
gentle timelessness of "f·loating." 
(b) Veni Sancte Spiritus. 
I began the composition of the motet ·with a close. study of the 
text, for I wished to do justice to its rnythms, natural stresses and 
i.IJI.agery • It fonns, of course, part of the text of the Dunstable 
motet and in one sense my composition sprang fron1 a realisation that 
in the midst of all my explorations of the Dunstable, I had not 
examined sufficiently his word setting. 
Some examples will make the point clear that the musical ideas 
in my piece are the result of appropriate occurnmces in the text: 
(a) The word "Spiritus" set at the beginning of stanza (1) 
to its natural spoken rnythm .rri 
alto). 
(b) "radium" in the alto part n J 
(c) "temperies", tenor and bass 
(sopranos and 
(The use of repeated notes in general reflects.the desire to use the 
natural · verbal rhyth.rns). 
Two other important dimensions of the piece, whilst not being 
directly related to the ccntent of the text are nevertheless derived 
from it. First, the somewhat ritualistic formal shape reflects the 
strophic nature of the text a.'1d also its carefully organised rn,yming 
scheme. This ritual element is underlined by tl~ use of percussion 
strophes in the piece: 
A FIRST PERCUSSION STROPHE 
(overlap with soprano 'v') 
B ST./l.NZA Ol-lE 
A SECOND PERCUSSION STROPHE 
(overlap with soprano 1 s') 
B· ST_Ili'IZA TWO CODA, uniting c:hoir and percussion. 
The relative freedom of the percussion sections c:ontrasts with the more 
strict choral stanzas, where the metre of the poetry has underlying control-. 
Second, the influence of the text results in a m.~::o.inly contrapuntal vocal 
texture, in which the direction of individual melodic lines generates the ebb 
and flow of tensio!l/relaxa tion. For instance, in the first stanza, tenor and 
bass (at "In labor requires" etc.) gradually develop e. melodic line, in an 
upv,rard direction, which urges the music towards the important "O lux". 
At 110 lux", the music is the antithesis of •vhat it has been, with all 
upper voices uniting on the F a momentary piece c,f word-painting. 
Aftezwa.rds the voices gradually become I'Tl.Ore indeper.dent, coming to rest at the 
cadence. 
A comparison of 110 lux" ¥.rith the -parallel moment in stanza 'b.vo demonstrates 
both formal and textual considerations at work. At the ".'lord "septenarium" 
the tenor and bass approach in a similar way to staP.za one, but the tenor 
reaches F~ instead of F and the alto, in a ki:nc3. of stretto, enters on G 
followed. by the sopra.TJ.o on D. The m'..lsic is pushed tc~Vrards a higher pitch 
area. f'or the crescendo mol to and the coda then receiY€:s its appropriate 
stro.ctural w·eight. 
The hannonic organisation of the piece has been designed for clarity. 
It may be summarised as follows: 
PE~C. I 
PeR.C. .2. 
. ,s.,-ANZA 2.. 
c~c.e :GO-A~ pol~s l:c:pf i.- ~.,.;,:)ll;,..;.u~ ""T .eN\~· [v"J.es Ci(- G- i;U;one ~ ..c.s-okiL-" o..rib D - G] 
In conclusion, I irish to SUIIl!narise the ways in which the motet sh..a.res 
corr.mon ground vd th other recent works of mine: 
(a) Dunstable-derived harmo11.ic lar..guage (particularly 
head-motif a..'1.d at cadences). 
(b) The use of opposing/contrasting instrurne:nteJ/choral 
groups. 
(c) The use of contrasting musical textures, reflecting 
different shades of freedoro/contr.)l. 
(d) The use of overlapping. · 
(e) The use of harmonic material in a summarised version, 
as in the vibraphone music of the final ::section. 
(f) A quasi-tonal organi::oa.tion with imperfect/perfect 
type cadences, reflecting degrees of ten:3ion. 
A comparison of "Floating" and ''Veni Sancte S·pir~" 
(l) Similarities 
(a) A freer, less scl1ematic exploration of pitch. 
(b) The use of overlapping of musics and groups. 
(c) The use of quasi-tonal harmonic pedals. 
(D, F, Bl>in "Floating"; G, C, Abinmotet). 
(d) Use of linear step-wise melodic >vriting. 
(e) Each has a partially extra-musical dimension. 
"Floating" the idea of floating. 
motet the text. 
(f) Both combine strict notation with freer notation. 
(2) Contrasts 
(a) "Floating" is less strict in attitude to time 
(non-metrical) • 
(b) "Floating" uses more freedom for the players. 
(c) In "Floating" t..J;.e harmony resolves over the Bb, 
whereas in the motet, the fiP.al harmony is 
ambiguous, not a definite resolution. 
(d) The motet consciously exploits tvvo composer 
antecedents John Dun::;table, Stravinsky. 
"Floating" attew~?ts to point the way fonvard.. 
Both pieces have a strong lil'-i< with humanity the motet through the 
ver-y hurMn invocation of the text, "Floating" throug...~ its purposeful exploration 
of the relationship between players and the material, and that between players 
and conductor. There are times in "Floating" when the music ca..nnot continue 
without a conscious decision by the players; more often, the conductor is the 
link bet"V\Teen the slow-moving material ~"'10. the players 1 expression of it. .Just 
as, on a simple level, the players are compelled to wait for the conductor's 
signal before the music can continue, so, in my work in general, I require the 
inner signal before attempting to translate it into expression. In the 
beautiful v1ay of the world, the link is established vlith the struggle for 
expression wnich characterised the composition of the first piece in ~ 
folio: "The Moon and the Yewtree". There is a sense in ·which a composer, 
in every piece, is continually attempti~~ exactly the same things, but 
attempting each time to do them better 
part of the "general dance". 
the sense in ~~ich music is 
''Desert blossoming for St. Anthony" 1976--z.!i· 
In many ways this work is the culmination of the things I have tried 
to achieve during the five year period of this doctora.·te. As such, and 
because the work is the most recent of all those in the folio, it is difficult 
to attempt any kind of analysis of the piece. Rather, I regard this chapter 
as a commentary which will clarify some of the issues revealed in the piece. 
The source of everything in the work is an archetypal melody which has 
tvro main fonns: 
("archetypal" because it is all-embracing so far .as melody is concerned 
in the piece: all melodies spriP~ from it). 
( 1) As a tune with defined rhythmic and phrase structure 
and definite pitch. (see example followi-r1g). 
( 2) As a set of pitch classes with a defined :melodic order. 
The work has a dramatic shape derived from the follovrlP~ Biblical quotation: 
"The wilderness and the soli tar-.f place shall be glad for them: 
and the desert shall rejoice a..rrl blossom as the rose. " 
Isaiah, 35. 
The ultimate "blossoming" is represented by the most characteristic 
statement of the central melody by the whole orchestra, hannony only arising 
out of the monody itself. This occurs in Chanson III. The "wilderness" 
of the quotation is present on ~no levels: the lack of defirdtion of the 
central melody at the beginning of the work; and the co~lexity, in terms 
of the number of events, of much of the music - with its three ensembles 
spatially separate and many types of event occurti:ng simultaneously. This 
aspect is found particularly in the first fe11 variations of the fourth 
movement. 
The role of each of the three ensembles is different and undergoes 
change during the work. The essential roles are as fbllows: 
fJJ. 
I 5 I 
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(a) Centre Group (alto flute, harp, I!l.arimba). 
Function: in Cha..."l.son I to present in embryo the main melody of the 
work .a..'1d at the same time to gradually introduce Orchestra One; to 
do the same for Orchestra. Tvvo in Chanson II (mainly harp); to initiate 
the Variations (harp) and then to reappear in Variations 8 and 9, drayling 
the music back to~ards the main melody; finally to become part of the 
monody in Chanson III. 
(b) Orchestra One. 
After being gradually introduced in Chanson I, the main function of the 
group is to present the thematic material for the variations and at the 
same time perform the subsidiar-y role of presenting material based on 
the St. Anthony Chorale; then to present the fourth movement variations. 
Horn one has a particularly important role to play, throughout the 
variations, a much augmented version (times eight) of the main melody. 
This version defines the total duration of the fourth movement, except 
that there is an overlap , vd th the horn melody fin:i.shing at bar 245 _and 
the variations extending som~1hat further. The register of the pitches 
in this version is defined mainly by the surrounding musical events. 
Li.~ke the Centre Group, Orchestra One becomes integrated with the 
OI~hestral monody in ChaP~on III. 
(c) Orchestra Two. 
Function: to present the main material of Chanson II (itself an 
elaboration of Chanson III, just as Chanson I was for Orchestra One); 
during the Variations and Rorrl.o, to play the rond.o according to the 
following instrumentation scheme: 
Variations 
1 and. 2 
3 and 4 
5 and 6 
7 and 8 
9 
Rondo pl~ed by: 
string quintet ar~ percussion 
plus bassoon and clarinet 
plus trumpet 
'A-nole of Orchestra Two although 
flute and. oboe remain ambivalent 
Orchestra. Two 
(All instruments assist Orchestra One ~~th the variations before joining 
the Rondo). 
This chart demonstrates the way in '.<Vhich Orchestra T-vro gradually assumes 
its true role and identity. 
Horn three should be singled out, for it doesn't participate in the above 
scheme; instead, it plays in canon with horn one an augmented inversion of 
the main melody. The canonic interve.l is gradually shortened in variations 
8 and 9 so that both horns complete the tune at bar 2lJ-5. 
In Chanson III, Orchestra Two is completely integrated into the orchestral 
monody. 
, 
The denouement of the work occurs ~~thin the fourth movement. Its 
musical worki:r>..g out can be summarised as follows: 
(a) Throughout, horns one al"ld. three play an isorhythmic version of 
the main tune plus its inversion~ 
(b) Orchestr-o.. One, plus a diminishing rumber of Orchestra Tv'iO players, 
has nine variations, each based on a segment of the Theme from 
movement II. Variation 9 is partic:ularly important, being 
three-dimensional: 
(i) return of thematic harrrDnies from movement II. 
(ii) (beginning in Variation 8), the use of the first 
segment of thematic material to make a kind of 
chorale fantasy texture punctuating statements 
of the main melody. 
(iii) The sharing of material betvreen the twc- orchestras 
pre-echoing Chanson III. 
(c) Orchestra Two: 
( i) An isor:&lytl1..mic working out of the main melody's durations, 
organised as f'ollovv-s: 
talea x 8 
talea x 8, 7, 6, 5 
talea x 4 
talea x 3 
talea x 2 
horn 3 (and horn 1) 
initially striP..g quintet 
and percussion. 
clarinet 2 a.n:l bassoon 2 
flute 2 and oboe 2 
tiUmpet (mainly) 
The taleas enter in the given order, so that the Im.lsic moves naturally 
and gradually towards tale a x 1 (Chanson III) • 
(ii) A large-scale Rondo, with rondo material alternating 
with episodes. This is in tl1ree main parts, reflecting 
the Imlsico/dramatic shape of Chanson III. 
It is clear from the title of' the work that the St. Anthony Chorale has 
some importance; in fact the Brahms Variations are an essential part of the 
work. Their function can be summarised as follows: 
(1) To act as a fra.rne for each of my variations. 
( 2) To provide material which becomes more and more 
linked with my basic material as the piece 
progresses. 
Sometimes the Brahms is referred to by direct quotation, at other tLl!les 
it is used as material for transformation. The follO¥rir€ examples of its use 
demonst1ate both t~~es: 
( 1) Chanson I, bars 63-65; flute 1 develops a motif 
based on the first pitches of the chorc,le. 
( 2) Chanson I , bars 69-70 , violins 1 and 2 (direct 
quotation). 
(3) Theme with Chorale: the chorale is contained in 
the music as follows: 
bars 1-3, tuba 
bars 14, 16 and 17, horns 
, bars 22-26, horn 1. 
( 4) Chanson II 
bars 2-4 tuba 
(5) Variations and 'Rondo. 
Each variation is frarned by quotations from a Brahms variation. 
Sometimes these references are more overt than others. This process becomes 
more elaborate from Var~ation 6 orw{ards in that section, the initial 
Brahms quotation becomes fused 'Nith the thematic material so that the variation 
develops into a dialogue between the two. Variation 7 reverts to the frame 
idea, vvi.th a quotation at bar 171 and a..."1.other at bars 199-201. Variations 
8 and 9 represent a transformation of the process. The chorale idea .is used 
in the tuba at bars 202-204 as part of the thematic material; then, starting 
at bar 214, the remaining music is built over a ven:.ion of Brahms' Eig..llth 
Variation, played mainly by the strings of Orchestra. One. The Brahms material 
is distorted by "sideslips" lil::e the i bar 217 so that the natural accents 
of the original are displaced. 
Starting at bar 223, trombones and tuba intersperse the rest of the 
texture with chorale-like music, somewhat ald.n to the passaca.glia which ends 
the Brahms. At bar 263 omrards, the viind of' both orchestras play material 
drawn from the St. Anthony chorale, gradually subsid.ing ·with the rest of the 
music until the flutes (initiated by flute 1 from ba.r 275) conclude the 
movement vd.th a trio based on the opening figure of the chorale. 
( 6) Char1son In: 
The Brahms emerges again in the Coda ('bar .24 om1aros)., 
the flute 1 ostinato referring to the chorale over a 
haz:p C/Bb pedal. 
The relationship of thematic material to the individual variations is 
emphasized by the use of quotation of the relevant theme section at the 
beginning of its variation. The followipg chart shov-;s how the theme section 












bar 10 (all bar numbers refer to 
movement II). 
bars ll and 12 
bars 13 and 14 (without horn chorale) 
bars 15-20 
bars 21 and 22 
bar 22. (last beat) - bar 26 
material from the archetypal melody, 
related to its beginning and that of 
Chanson II 
Theme section, bars l-9 
all thematic II1'3.terial 
The process of origination of material in the work has been left 
deli:bera.tely to the end of this corrnnentar-y; perhapE: because connections 
between different aspects of the piece are multifarious, perhaps because 
the material itself has been constructed less systematically t.llan in 
previous V'.'orks. 
The source of motivic. strength and invention ie1 the follO"wing 12 - note 
series: 
d 0 
.All important musical ideas are drawn from this series, ebove all the 
I 
archetypal melody from vmich the final monody and sc much else are constructed. 
In fact, because of the nature of the vision on which the work is based, I 
have attempted to reverse the "nonnal" way in which material is introduced. 
In Western music, it has long been conventional to expose ~aterial clearly at 
the beginning of a vrork and then to develop, transform and vary it in various 
"<va.ys. There are, of course, ma11;y exceptions v.hich in thernselves don't 
sufficiently undermine this convention. My piece travels in the opposite 
direction, from "desert experience" to "floviering e:;.:perience". For instance, 
in Chanson I, there is a very carefUl preparation of' the first in~ortant 
chord of the theiP.atic material (Movement II, bar 10). All the octave movement 
·in Chanson I represents a.."l intennediate stage betwee:n the music of the Centre 
Group a:nd t:b.at cho1'd, existing partly to carry out the necessary registral 
transformations. 
Equally, I could point to the gradual unfolding of the main melody in 
Variatim1s 8 and 9, at first by Orchestra T1?i0, then reinforced by the Centre 
Group. As the players of Orchestra Tv;o e.dd themselves to the Rondo episodes, 
they gradually base their music on what they ;,vill de• in the final monody 
a process of increasing clarification. 
In conclusion I wi.sh to discuss briefly the relationship between the 
Eliot quotations from "The Wasteland" arrl my music. . It seems to me that 
each Eliot quotation touches u:oon a central aspect of the nru.sic it p1"'efaces: 
Chanson I 
Theme \~th chorale 
Chanson II 
Variations and Rondo 
Chanson III 
the idea of the gro-v-rth of a "Spring 11 
experience 
the idea of "broken images" 
separate thematic ideas '.';hich gather 
more me~~ later. 
an element of repetition (is the 
promise of Chanson I to be negated?) 
the relationship v1ith the archetypal 
material of Chanson I and the idea of 
Jilixing (t-wo musical fonns presented 
sinru.l taneously). 
an element of parody (hence the 
reference to the nurser-y rhyme in 
the Eliot and to the Braiuns in my 
piece); the ref'ereP..ce to the rape 
of Philomel is in itself a parody 
of my use of the Brahms. 
The overriding relationship between the poetry and my piece is that Eliot 
has encapsulated in his art form the wasteland experience from which my piece 
starts. A great composer did the same in his art form and the ~otation at 
the end of Chanson III of the sublime closing cadence from the chaos movement 
of the Creation has a two-fold significance: one, it fits both philosophically 
and musically; two, it is an unashamedly personal remembrance of a musical 
experience. It is also a musical summing up of the ultimate aim of my piece 
order out of chaos. 
The final Eliot quotation is, in humility, a personal su.T!Jliline; up of 
the vvorks I have written, of this whole Ph.D. folio, of these commentaries and 
above all of this orchestral -..,vork. 
II 
••••••••••••••••••• 
These fragments I have shored against my ruins." 
A;ppendix One 
List of pieces submitted: 
1. The Moon and the Yewtree ( 1972-4) 
for soprano, flute, clarinet, horn, 2 c:ellos, 
double bass. 
2. Dunstable Cantua (1974) 
for piano. 
3. Meeting Point (1974-5) 
for flute, cello and piano. 
4. Variations and Dances ( 1975) 
for brass quintet. 
5. The ~vo Regions (1975-6) 
for brass band. 
6. Floating (1976) 
for small orchestra. 
7. Veni Sancte Spiritus (1976) 
for SATB chorus and percussion. 
8. Desert blosson'ing fo!' St. Anthony ( 197E;-8) 
for orchestra. 
Appendix Two 
Other pieces written between 1973 and 1976: 
1. The Still Point (1974) 
for flute, clarinet, viola and cello. 
2. Proportions 4 ( 1974) 
for 2 clarinets and 2 percussionists. 
3. Circles and Echoes (1974) 
for 2 pianos , double chorus, percussion 
aild string trio. 
4. Dream Sequ~nces (1976) 
for piano. 
.......... fragment in passing (1976) 
for piano. 
6. Close enough for jazz ! (1976) 
. for double bass and tape. 
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